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ABSTRACT
Recently, there has been increased interest in the retrieval and inte-
gration ofhidden Web datawith a view to leverage high-quality in-
formation available in online databases. Although previous works
have addressed many aspects of the actual integration, including
matching form schemata and automatically filling out forms, the
problem of locating relevant data sourceshas been largely over-
looked. Given the dynamic nature of the Web, where data sources
are constantly changing, it is crucial to automatically discover these
resources. However, considering the number of documents on the
Web (Google already indexes over 8 billion documents), automat-
ically finding tens, hundreds or even thousands of forms that are
relevant to the integration task is really like looking for a few nee-
dles in a haystack. Besides, since the vocabulary and structure of
forms for a given domain are unknown until the forms are actually
found, it is hard to define exactly what to look for.

We propose a new crawling strategy to automatically locate hid-
den-Web databases which aims to achieve a balance between the
two conflicting requirements of this problem: the need to perform
a broad search while at the same time avoiding the need to crawl
a large number of irrelevant pages. The proposed strategy does
that by focusing the crawl on a given topic; by judiciously choos-
ing links to follow within a topic that are more likely to lead to
pages that contain forms; and by employing appropriate stopping
criteria. We describe the algorithms underlying this strategy and
an experimental evaluation which shows that our approach is both
effective and efficient, leading to larger numbers of forms retrieved
as a function of the number of pages visited than other crawlers.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recent studies estimate the hidden Web contains anywhere be-

tween 7,500 and 91,850 terabytes of information [2, 14]. As the
volume of information in the hidden Web grows, there is increased
interest in techniques and tools that allow users and applications to
leverage this information. In this paper, we address a crucial prob-
lem that has been largely overlooked in the literature: how to effi-
ciently locate the searchable forms that serve as the entry points for
the hidden Web. Having these entry points is a necessary condition
to perform several of the hidden-Web data retrieval and integration
tasks. The searchable forms can be used as the starting point for
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deep crawls [18, 1] and for techniques that probe these databases
to derive source descriptions [11]; and in form matching they can
serve as inputs to algorithms that find correspondences among at-
tributes of different forms [12, 24, 13].

Several factors contribute to making this problem particularly
challenging. The Web is constantly changing – new sources are
added, and old sources are removed and modified. A scalable so-
lution, suitable for a large-scale integration or deep-crawling task,
mustautomatically find the hidden-Web sources. In addition, even
for a well-defined domain (e.g.,books for sale), it is hard to spec-
ify a schema (or schemata) that accurately describes the relevant
forms. Since there is a wide variation both in the structure and
vocabulary of forms, if the definition is too strict, we risk missing
relevant forms that use a slightly different schema vocabulary or
structure. And in order to obtain a general definition that covers
the domain well, it is necessary to have the forms to discover the
correspondences among attributes [12, 24, 13]. Thus, weneed to
perform a broad search. But forms are very sparsely distributed. A
recent study estimates that there are 307,000 deep Web sites, and an
average of 4.2 query interfaces per deep Web site [7]. Thus, search-
ing for tens, hundreds or even thousands of forms, that are relevant
to the integration task among billions of Web pages is really like
looking for a few needles in a haystack. In order to be practical, the
search process must beefficientand avoid visiting large unproduc-
tive portions of the Web.

A possible approach to address this problem would be to per-
form a full crawl of the Web, but this would be highly inefficient.
An exhaustive crawl can take weeks; and as the ratio of forms to
Web pages is small, this would lead to unnecessarily crawling too
many pages. Another alternative would be to use a focused crawler.
Focused crawlers try to retrieve only a subset of the pages on the
Web that are relevant to a particular topic. They have been shown to
lead to better quality indexes and to substantially improved crawl-
ing efficiency than exhaustive crawlers [6, 19, 5, 10, 21]. However,
existing strategies fail to meet the requirements of our problem.

Crawlers that focus the search based solely on the contents of
the retrieved pages, such as the best-first crawler of [6], are not
effective. Since forms are sparsely distributed even within a re-
stricted domain, the number of forms retrieved per total of visited
pages can be very low (see Section 4). Renee and McCallum [19]
used reinforcement learning to build a focused crawler that is effec-
tive for sparse concepts. Instead of just considering the content of
individual pages and crawling through pages that give immediate
benefit, they train a learner withfeatures collected from paths lead-
ing to a page. They do this by repeatedly crawling sample sites to
build the connectivity graphs with the optimized paths to the target
documents. However, this approach was designed for tasks which,
unlike searching for hidden-Web databases, consist of well-defined



search problems within a well-defined set of Web sites. For exam-
ple, locating the name of the CEO in a given company site; and
locating research papers available in the sites of computer science
departments [19].

We propose a new crawling strategy that combines ideas from
these two approaches. Similar to [6], we use a page classifier
to guide the crawler and focus the search on pages that belong
to a specific topic. But in order to further focus the search, like
in [19], our crawler learns to identify promising links, including
links whose benefit may not be immediate – in our case, a link
classifier selects links that are likely to reach pages that contain
forms (in one or more steps). However, instead of explicitly build-
ing the Web graph through repeated crawls of selected sites (which
can be prohibitively expensive for a broad search), we rely on the
backward crawling facilities provided by search engines in order to
approximate this graph [3, 10]. In addition, based on form-specific
characteristics, we introduce new stopping criteria that are very ef-
fective in guiding the crawler to avoid excessive speculative work
in a single site.

Our experimental results over three distinct domains show that,
even using an approximated connectivity graph, our crawler is more
efficient (up to an order of magnitude) than a set of representative
crawlers. Not only it is able to perform a broad search and retrieve
a large number of searchable forms, but, for a fixed number of vis-
ited pages, it also retrieves a significantly larger number of forms
than other crawlers. The experiments also show an added benefit of
combining a focused crawl with the identification of links that lead
to pages that contain forms: focusing the crawl on a topic helps
improve effectiveness of the link classifier, since the features that
are learned for links are often specific to a topic/domain.

The outline of the paper is as follows. We review related work in
Section 2. In Section 3, we describe the architecture of our crawler,
its implementation and underlying algorithms. An experimental
evaluation and comparison against other approaches is given in
Section 4. We conclude in Section 5, where we discuss directions
for future work.

2. RELATED WORK
In what follows, we give an overview of previous works on fo-

cused crawling. We also briefly review approaches that address
different aspects of retrieval and integration of hidden-Web data.

Focused Crawling.The goal of a focused crawler is to select links
that lead to documents of interest, while avoiding links that lead
to off-topic regions. Several techniques have been proposed to fo-
cus web crawls (seee.g., [5, 6, 10, 19, 21]). In [6], Chakrabarti
et al describe a best-first focused crawler (calledbaselinein the
remainder of this paper) which uses a page classifier to guide the
search. The classifier learns to classify pages as belonging to top-
ics in a taxonomy (e.g.,dmoz.org). Unlike an exhaustive crawler
which follows each link in a page in a breadth first manner, this
focused crawler gives priority to links that belong to pages classi-
fied as relevant. Although this best-first strategy is effective, it can
lead to suboptimal harvest rates, since even in domains that are not
very narrow, the number of links that are irrelevant to the topic can
be very high. An improvement to the baseline strategy was pro-
posed in [5], where instead of following all links in relevant pages,
the crawler used an additional classifier, the apprentice, to select
the most promising links in a relevant page. The baseline classi-
fier captures the user’s specification of the topic and functions as a
critic of the apprentice, by giving feedback about its choices. The
apprentice, using this feedback, learns the features of good links
and is responsible for prioritizing the links in the crawling frontier.

Although our approach also attempts to estimate the benefit of fol-
lowing a particular link, there are two key differences. Whereas
the apprentice only considers links that give immediate benefit, our
link classifier learns to predict the distance between a link and a
target page, and thus, our crawler considers links that may be mul-
tiple steps away from a target page. Besides, the goal of our link
classifier is complementary to that of [5] – we want to learn which
links lead to pages that contain searchable forms, whereas the goal
of [5] to avoid off-topic pages. In fact, our approach would also
benefit from such an apprentice, since it would reduce the number
of off-topic pages retrieved and improve the overall crawling effi-
ciency. Integrating the apprentice in our framework is a direction
we plan to pursue in future work.

One issue with focused crawlers is that they may miss relevant
pages by only crawling pages that are expected to give immediate
benefit. In order to address this limitation, strategies have been pro-
posed that train a learner with features collected frompaths leading
to a page, as opposed to just considering a page’s contents [10, 19].
Rennie and McCallum [19] use reinforcement to train a classifier to
evaluate the benefit of following a particular link. Their classifier
learns features of links which include words in the title and body
of the document where the link is located, and words in the URL,
anchor and text in the neighborhood of the link. Given a link(u,v),
the classifier returns an estimate of the number of relevant pages
that can be reached by following(u,v). Diligenti et al [10] also
collect paths to relevant pages. But their classifier estimates the
distance from a pageu to some relevant pagew; it does not distin-
guish among the links inu – if the classifier estimates that a pageu
has high benefit, all pagesv directly reachable fromu are retrieved.
Similar to [19], we estimate the benefit of individual links and se-
lect the ones that are more likely to reach pages that contain forms.
However, in order to train our classifier, instead of explicitly build-
ing the Web graph through an exhaustive crawl of selected sites, we
use the same optimization applied in [10] to build context graphs,
i.e.,we rely on the backward crawling facilities provided by search
engines in order to approximate the Web connectivity graph.

Retrieving and Integrating Hidden-Web Data. MetaQuerier [8]
is a system that enables large-scale integration of hidden-Web data.
It consists of several components that address different aspects of
the integration. One of these components is a crawler for locating
online databases, theDatabase Crawler. Unlike our approach, the
Database Crawler neither focuses the search on a topic, nor does it
attempt to select the most promising links to follow. Instead, it uses
as seeds for the crawl the IP addresses of valid Web servers; then,
from the root pages of these servers, it crawls up to a fixed depth
using a breadth-first search. Their design choice is based on the
observation that searchable forms are often close to the root page
of the site [7]. As we dicuss in Section 3, our crawler prioritizes
links that belong to pages close to the root of a site. However, we
also show that just limiting the depth of a breadth-first search leads
to low crawling efficiency (see Section 4).

Raghavan and Garcia-Molina [18] proposed HiWe, a task-specific
hidden-Web crawler. The key problem they addressed was how
to automatically fill out structured Web forms. Although this pi-
oneering work automates deep crawling to a great extent, it still
requires substantial human input to construct the label value set ta-
ble. In [1], we proposed a completely automated strategy to crawl
through (simpler) unstructured forms (i.e., keyword-based inter-
faces). Both crawlers can benefit from our system and use the re-
turned form pages as the starting point for deep crawls.

To further automate the process crawling through structured forms,
a hidden-Web crawler mustunderstandthe form interfaces so that
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Figure 1: Form Crawler Architecture.

it can generate meaningful submissions. Several techniques have
been proposed that improve form understanding by finding matches
among attributes of distinct forms (seee.g.,[12, 13, 24]). The forms
we find can serve as inputs to these techniques.

Finally, it is worth pointing out that there are directories special-
ized on hidden-Web sources,e.g.,[4, 17, 20]. Hidden-Web direc-
tories organize pointers to online databases in a searchable topic
hierarchy. Chang et al [7] note that these directories cover a small
percentage of the hidden-Web databases; and they posit this low
coverage is due to their “apparent manual classification”. Being
focused on a topic makes our crawler naturally suitable for auto-
matically building a hidden-Web directory.

3. FORM-FOCUSED CRAWLER
To deal with the sparse distribution of forms on the Web, our

Form Crawler avoids crawling through unproductive paths by: lim-
iting the search to a particular topic; learning features of links and
paths that lead to pages that contain searchable forms; and employ-
ing appropriate stopping criteria. The architecture of the Form
Crawler is depicted in Figure 1.

The crawler uses two classifiers to guide its search: the page and
the link classifiers. A third classifier, the form classifier, is used to
filter out useless forms. Thepage classifieris trained to classify
pages as belonging to topics in a taxonomy (e.g.,arts, movies, jobs
in Dmoz). It uses the same strategy as the best-first crawler of [6].
Once the crawler retrieves a pageP, if P is classified as being on-
topic, forms and links are extracted from it. A form is added to
theForm Databaseif the form classifierdecides it is a searchable
form, and if it is not already present in the Form Database.1 The
link classifier is trained to identify links that are likely to lead to
pages that contain searchable form interfaces in one or more steps.
It examines links extracted from on-topic pages and adds to the
crawling frontier in the order of their importance. In the remainder
of this section we describe the core elements of the system in detail.

3.1 Link Classifier
Since forms are sparsely distributed, by selecting only links that

bring immediate return (i.e., links that directly point to pages con-
taining searchable forms), the crawler may miss “good” target pages
that can only be reached with additional steps. Thus, the link classi-
fier aims to identify links that may bringdelayed benefit, i.e., links
that eventuallylead to pages that contain forms. It learns the fol-
lowing features of links: anchor, URL, and text in the proximity
of the URL; and assigns a score to a link which corresponds to the
distance between the link and a relevant page that is reachable from
that link.

Learning Distance through Backward Crawling. In order to
learn the features of “good” paths, the link classifier needs exam-

1We check for duplicates because many Web sites have the same
form interface in multiple pages.

ples of paths that lead to pages that contain searchable forms. These
examples can be obtained from the connectivity graphs for a set of
representative sites. Note that to build this graph, it may be neces-
sary to perform exhaustive crawls over the sites. While this is pos-
sible for a small set of sites [19], the task would be extraordinarily
expensive and time-consuming to apply in a large-scale crawling
task that may involve thousands of sites.

Instead of building the exact connectivity graph, we get an ap-
proximation of this graph by performing a backward crawl using
Google’s “link:” facility, which returns pages that point to a given
document [3, 10]. The backward crawl consists of a breadth-first
search starting from pages that contain searchable forms. Each
level l+1 is constructed by finding all documents that point to the
documents in levell. The resulting graph is an approximation be-
cause: Google does not provide complete connectivity informa-
tion; and since the number of backlinks can be large, we select
only a subset of these backlinks. Nonetheless, this approximation
is sufficient to train the link classifier. As we show in Section 4,
using multiple backward crawl levels leads to substantial gains in
the form harvest rates.

For each level of the backward crawl, we extract the features of
the links in pages that belong to that level. The classifier then learns
the distance between a given link (from its associated features) and
the target page which contains a searchable form. Intuitively, a link
that matches the features of level1 is likely to point to a page that
contains a form; and a link that matches the features of levell is
likely l steps away from a page that contains a form.

Feature Space Construction and Focused Crawl. The effec-
tiveness of the link classifier is highly dependent on the features it
considers. We experimented with different sets of features, as well
as with different ways of extracting them. Due to space limitations,
we discuss only the best of the strategies we examined.

For each levell in the backward crawl, we extract the words
in the neighborhood of the links inl. We consider threecontexts:
URL, anchor, and text around the link. Since the number of ex-
tracted features tends to be large (and most of them have very low
frequency), we remove stop-words and stem the remaining words.
Then, for each context, we select only words with frequency larger
than a fixed threshold. Note that features are associated with a con-
text. For example, if the word “search” appears in both in the URL
and in the anchor text of a link, it is added as a feature in both
contexts.

Table 1 shows an excerpt of the feature space we constructed for
thejobsdomain; for each context, it shows the most common words
and their frequencies. For illustrative purposes, we also show the
common words in page title and text of the page where the link is
located. Note that:

• Link features contain words that are clearly associated with the
domain as well as with searchable forms: common words include
“search”, “career” and “job”. We have observed similar behavior in
other domains we explored, for example, forcars, common words
in the anchor included “search”, “used” and “car”;

• The document text is a very good indicator of the relevance of
a page. For example, words such as “job”, “search” and “career”
have very high frequencies in the document text in all levels;

• As a link gets farther from the target page, the frequency of clearly
related words decreases. For example, whereas the anchor fre-
quency of the word “job” in level 0 is 39, it goes down to 11 in
level 2. And although the number of words that are apparently re-
lated to topic decreases with the distance, many of the words in the
higher levels are still related to the topic.



level/field URL Anchor Around the link Title of page Text of page Number of pages

1

job 111 job 39 job 66 job 77 job 186

187

search 38 search 22 search 49 career 39 search 71
career 30 ent 13 career 38 work 25 service 42
opm 10 advanced 12 work 25 search 23 new 40

htdocs 10 career 7 home 16 staffing 15 career 35
roberthalf 10 width 6 keyword 16 results 14 work 34

accountemps 10 popup 6 help 15 accounting 13 site 27

2

job 40 job 30 job 33 job 46 job 103

212

classified 29 career 14 home 20 career 28 search 57
news 18 today 10 ticket 20 employment 16 new 36

annual 16 ticket 10 career 18 find 13 career 35
links 13 corporate 10 program 16 work 13 home 32
topics 12 big 8 sales 11 search 13 site 32
default 12 list 8 sports 11 merchandise 13 resume 26
ivillage 12 find 6 search 11 los 10 service 22

3

ivillage 18 job 11 job 21 job 17 font 37

137

cosmopolitan 17 advertise 8 new 17 ctnow 8 job 33
ctnow 14 web 5 online 11 service 8 service 24
state 10 oak 5 career 11 links 7 cosmo 20

archive 10 fight 5 contact 10 county 7 new 19
hc-advertise 10 career 5 web 9 career 7 career 19

job 9 against 5 real 9 employment 7 color 16
poac 9 military 5 home 9 work 6 search 16

Table 1: Excerpt of feature space forjobs domain. This table shows the most frequent words in each context for 3 levels of the
backward crawl, as well as the total number of pages in examined in each level. The selected features used for the different contexts
in the link classifier are shown in bold.

These observations reinforce our decision to combine a focused
crawler, that takes the page contents into account, with a mecha-
nism that allows the crawler to select links that have delayed bene-
fit. The alternative of using a traditional breadth-first (non-focused)
crawler in conjunction with our link classifier would not be effec-
tive. Although such a crawler might succeed in retrieving forms
reachable from links with generic features (e.g., “search”), it is
likely to miss links whose features are domain-dependent (e.g.,
“used”, “car”) if the frequencies of these features in the feature
table are below the fixed threshold.

In addition to determining the distance of a particular link in re-
lation to the target,i.e., its category, it is also interesting to ob-
tain the probabilistic class membership of this link in the category.
This enables the crawler to prioritize links with higher probability
of belonging to a given class. For this reason, we chose a naı̈ve
Bayes classifier [16] to classify the links. It is worthy of note that
other crawlers have used this type of classifier to estimate link rel-
evance [5, 19].

3.2 Page Classifier
We used Rainbow [15], a freely-available naı̈ve Bayes classi-

fier, to build our page classifier. In the Form Crawler, Rainbow is
trained with samples obtained in the topic taxonomy of the Dmoz
Directory (dmoz.org) – similar to what is done in other focused
crawlers [5, 6]. When the crawler retrieves a pageP, the page clas-
sifier analyzes the page and assigns to it score which reflects the
probability thatP belongs to the focus topic. If this probability is
greater than a certain threshold (0.5 in our case), the crawler regards
the page as relevant.

3.3 Form Classifier
Since our goal is to find hidden-Web databases, we need to filter

out non-searchable forms,e.g.,forms for login, discussion groups
interfaces, mailing list subscriptions, purchase forms, Web-based
email forms. The form classifier is a general (domain-independent)
classifier that uses a decision tree to determine whether a form is
searchable or not.

The decision tree was constructed as follows. For positive ex-

Algorithm Error test rate
C4.5 8.02%

Support Vector Machine 14.19%
Naive Bayes 10.49%

MultiLayer Perceptron 9.87%

Table 2: Test error rates for different learning algorithms.

amples we extracted 216 searchable forms from the UIUC reposi-
tory [22], and we manually gathered 259 non-searchable forms for
the negative examples. For each form in the sample set, we ob-
tained the following features: number of hidden tags; number of
checkboxes; number of radio tags; number of file inputs; number
of submit tags; number of image inputs; number of buttons; num-
ber of resets; number of password tags; number of textboxes; num-
ber of items in selects; sum of text sizes in textboxes; submission
method (post or get); and the presence of the string “search” within
the form tag.

We performed the learning task using two thirds of this corpus,
and the remaining one third was used for testing. We selected de-
cision trees (the C4.5 classifier) because it had the lowest error rate
among the different learning algorithms we evaluated [23]. The
error test rates are shown in Table 2.

Cope et al [9] also used a decision tree to classify searchable and
non-searchable forms. Their strategy considers over 550 features,
whereas we use a much smaller number of features (only 14); and
their best error rate is 15%, almost twice the error rate of our form
classifier.

3.4 Crawling
The search frontier consists ofN queues, whereN is the number

of levels used by the link classifier; thei-th queue is associated to
the i-th level. The crawler prioritizes links that are closer to the
target pages,i.e., links that are placed in the queues correspond-
ing to the lowest levels. Within a queue, links are ordered by the
likelihood of belonging to the respective level. However, links that
belong to pages close to the root of a Web site are given higher pri-
ority in the queue. Our decision to prioritize such links comes from
the observation that forms often occur close to the main pages of



Web sites [7]. Note, however, that “just” prioritizing these pages is
not enough – as we discuss in Section 4, a strategy that simply fixes
the search depth is not effective.

Before the crawl starts, the seed links are placed in queue 1.
At each crawl step, the crawler gets the most relevant link in the
queues,i.e., it pops the link with the highest relevance score from
the first non-empty queue. If the page it downloads belongs to the
domain, its links are classified by link classifier and added to the
persistent frontier. When the queues in the crawling frontier be-
come empty, the crawler loads a subset of the queues in the persis-
tent frontier (the most relevant links are given priority). By keeping
the persistent frontier separate, we ensure some fairness – all links
in the crawling frontier will eventually be followed.

Stopping Criteria. Due to the sparseness of searchable forms, it
is important for the Form Crawler to determine when to stop crawl-
ing a given site to avoid unproductive searches. The Form Crawler
uses two stopping criteria: 1) the crawler leaves a site if it retrieves
a pre-defined number of distinct forms; or 2) if it visits the max-
imum number of pages on that site. The intuition behind the first
criteria is that there are few searchable forms in a hidden-Web site.
Chang et al [7] observed that deep Web sites contain a small num-
ber of query interfaces. They estimate that, on average, a deep Web
site has 4.2 query interfaces. Thus, after the crawler finds these
forms, it can stop since it is unlikely to find additional forms. Since
the Form Crawler performs a broad search, it visits many sites that
may contain fewer than 4.2 forms, and sites that do not contain
searchable forms. The second criteria ensures that the crawler will
not waste resources in such sites. As we discuss below, these
stopping criteria are key to achieving a high crawling efficiency.

4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
The key distinguishing feature of the Form Crawler is that it per-

forms broad crawls to locate forms which are sparsely distributed
over the Web. In our experiments, we compare the efficiency of our
Form Crawler against that of three other crawlers:

• Baseline, a variation of the best-first crawler [6]. The page classi-
fier guides the search: the crawler follows all links that belong to a
page classified as being on-topic;

• Fixed depthfollows the strategy adopted by the Database Craw-
ler [8]. It performs a breadth-first search starting from the root page
of a site up to a fixed depth. In our experiments, we set the depth
to 3, since according to [7], most query interfaces (91.6%) appear
within this depth;

• Baseline SCis an extension of the baseline crawler which adopts
the stopping criteria described in Section 3.4.

In order to verify the effectiveness of using the distance between
a link and a relevant target page as a predictor of link importance,
we used different configurations for our Form Crawler:

• Form Crawler with 1 level, which corresponds to considering only
links that give immediate benefit,i.e.,which lead to a form page in
a single step;

• Form Crawler with multiple levels, which besides links that give
immediate benefit also considers links that are multiple steps away
from a target page. We ran experiments using from 2 to 4 levels;
since the improvements obtained from level 4 are small, we only
show the results for configurations with 2 and 3 levels.

We ran these crawlers over three distinct domains: jobs, cars and
books. Seed pages for the actual crawl were obtained from the cat-
egories in the Google directory that correspond to these domains.

Figure 2: Performance of different crawlers for 3 domains.

For each domain, we created instances of the link and page classi-
fiers. In order to train the link classifier, we obtained a sample of
URLs of pages that contain forms (level 1) from the UIUC repos-
itory [22], and from these links we performed a backward crawl
up to level 4. For the page and form classifiers we followed the
procedures described in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.

An accepted measure for the effectiveness of a focused crawler
is the amount ofuseful workit performs. For our crawler, this cor-
responds to the number ofdistinct relevant forms it retrieves as a
function of the number of pages visited. Recall that the relevance of
a form is determined by the form classifier (Section 3.3). Figure 2
shows the performance of the different crawlers we considered for
each domain. The multi-level Form Crawler performed uniformly
better than the other crawlers for all domains. In particular, multi-
level always beats Form Crawler with only 1 level. Note that the
amount of improvement varies with the domain. Considering the
total number of forms retrieved from crawling 30,000 pages, using
3 versus 1 level leads to improvements that range between 20% and
110%. This indicates that the use multiple levels in the link clas-
sifier results in an effective strategy to search for forms. The two



multi-level configurations (with 2 and 3 levels) have similar perfor-
mance for both the jobs and books domains. The reason was that
for these domains, the sample links in level 3 contain manyempty
features. This is illustrated in Table 1: very few of the selected
features (shown in bold) are present in level 3. Note, however, that
using 3 levels in the cars domain leads to a marked improvement –
for 30,000 pages, the 3-level crawler retrieves 2833 forms, whereas
the 2-level retrieves 2511 forms. The feature table for cars, unlike
the ones for the other domains, contains many more of the selected
features in level 3.

While running the baseline crawler, we noticed that it remained
for a long time in certain sites, overloading these sites without re-
trieving any new forms. For example, in the jobs domain, after
crawling 10000 pages it had retrieved only 214 pages. The baseline
SC crawler avoids this problem by employing the stopping condi-
tions we described in Section 3.4. The stopping conditions lead to
a significant improvement in crawling efficiency compared to the
standard baseline. Nonetheless, as Figure 2 indicates, by further
focusing the search, our multi-level strategies retrieve a substan-
tially larger number of forms than baseline SC.

The performance of the fixed-depth crawler was similar to that
of the baseline crawler (without stopping conditions). As the den-
sity of forms in a site is very low, even performing a shallow crawl
(using depth 3) can be inefficient. Our multi-level strategies out-
perform the fixed-depth crawler by over 1 order of magnitude for
both cars and books, and for jobs, the gain is 5-fold.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper we described a new crawling strategy to automat-

ically discover hidden-Web databases. Our Form Crawler is able
to efficiently perform a broad search by focusing the search on a
given topic; by learning to identify promising links; and by using
appropriate stop criteria that avoid unproductive searches within
individual sites. Our experimental results show that our strategy is
effective and that the efficiency of the Form Crawler is significantly
higher than that of a representative set of crawlers.

Our initial prototype makes use of a decision-tree-based classi-
fier to identify searchable forms. Although the test error rate for
this classifier is low, it is hard to determine how well it performs
with the actual forms retrieved by the Form Crawler. Since our
crawls retrieve thousands of forms, it is not feasible to manually
check all these forms. In future work, we plan to investigate auto-
mated techniques for evaluating the quality of the forms harvested
by the Form Crawler.

Since our system uses learning algorithms to control the search,
it can be used as a general framework to build form crawlers for dif-
ferent domains. We are currently using the Form Crawler to build
a hidden-Web database directory – because it focuses the crawl on
a topic, the Form Crawler is naturally suitable for this task.
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